S TA I R S A F E

Safest
Easiest
Lowest Cost
Stairwell Platform in the World
www.safetyplatforms.co.uk

Stairsafe - For Your Peace of Mind
Stairsafe was launched in
2003 and has since sold over
10,000 platforms and is now
the most popular stairwell
platform in the UK
Stairsafe on kitewinder

Stairsafe on straight ﬂight
Stairsafe is the LOWEST PRICED stairwell platform in the UK
Stairsafe is the SAFEST stairwell platform due to its ease of use and optional
guardrail for larger stairwells.
Stairsafe comprises of just two main lightweight aluminium components.
Assembled by just one person in less
than two minutes.
Stairsafe works on both straight ﬂights
and kitewinder stairs.
Full length hinged platform maintains
stair access even when Stairsafe is in
place.

Stairsafe is
around half the
price of other
options!

Stairsafe standard system is less than half of the cost of other systems on the
market!

Yes – Less than half the price of other systems!!

Stair access maintained
1 in 5 sites fail HSE
inspections due to
lack of stairwell edge
protection and safe
working
platforms!

Stairsafe when used in conjunction
with suitable edge protection
addresses all stairwell safety issues

Stairsafe - For Your Peace of Mind
Fast installation and removal means there is no need to buy multiple sets, one or two
sets will generally service a whole site.

Platform can be set to correct working height for ceiling above – no need to place hopups on platform to reach the ceiling.
There is no need for ﬁxings into the ﬂoor or wall. Stairsafe leaves the working face
clear of obstructions.
No small items to lose or small threaded components to damage or rust.
No expensive maintenance or annual inspection requirements.
Lightweight aluminium construction – Easy to handle.
Lightweight aluminium construction – no rusting even if stored outside.
Due to fast installation and removal there is no need to install and leave in place –
meaning normal stair access is maintained and access is easier for loading materials
to upper ﬂoors.

Stepped leg arrangement

Platform in position

Legs ﬁtted to level platform

Height adjustable legs

Guardrail posts ﬁtted

Optional braces ﬁtted

Stairsafe is the ideal width for stairwells, being 600mm
wide it allows the correct amount of working space down
the side of the platform for boarding, taping, plastering
and decorating without there being a risk of falls.
Wider or larger stairwells where there would be an excessive gap down the side of the platform are made safe
by the simple click in guardrail which attaches to the side
of the platform.

Stairsafe - For Your Peace of Mind
Components
Fig 1
• Ladder Frame
• Deck (2.2m standard)
• Short Adjustable Legs
• Long Adjustable Legs
Fig 2. Optional braces
• Pair of Braces
Fig 3. Optional guardrail
• Guardrail Frame
• Guardrail Post with Spigot
• Guardrail Post without Spigot
Fig 4
• 3 deck sizes in stock 1.7m, 2.2m, 2.6m
Prices exclude VAT

Stairsafe Assembly Guide
Position ladder
frame on stairs
at a suitable
incline against
the wall

Place one end
of platform onto
the ladder frame
with opposite
end spanning to
top of the stairs.

Insert adjustable
legs into corner
of platform to set
to correct level
and working
height.

In wider or
larger stairwells
ﬁx the optional
guardrail frame
into position to
prevent falls.

If preferable to
have the ladder
frame vertical
(freestanding)
then attach the
two (optional)
diagonal braces.

Prior to use
inspect Stairsafe
to ensure that
it is assembled
correctly and
suitable for the
task.

Stairsafe is around half the price of other options!

Stairsafe Training
Due to the very simple assembly procedure there are no onerous training requirements.
Users can be trained in a matter of a few minutes via a simple toolbox type talk or by viewing our
online training video.
NO expensive training required, due to its very simple design training can be in the form of a simple toolbox
talk.
This means no expensive training, no having to pay operatives for training and travel and disrupting work on
site, potentially saving hundreds of pounds and loads of hassle!
Training support and training packs are available from Safety Platforms Ltd.

Safety Platforms Ltd,
Tel. 01924 420820

Email: info@safetyplatforms.co.uk
Web: www.safetyplatforms.co.uk

www.safetyplatforms.co.uk
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Prevent falls in kitewinder stairs with
new Stairsafe Kitewinder System
In response to demand by the house building industry to provide a safe working platform within
diﬃcult kite winder stairwells – Safety Platforms have developed a bespoke kite winder platform.
The new items work with the standard Stairsafe System which is already the
SAFEST, EASY TO USE and MOST POPULAR stairwell platform in the UK.
Stairsafe now provides a total safety solution to provide
safe stairwell access to the UK housebuilding industry.

Stairsafe kitewinder frame supports
kitewinder platform at top of stairs

Stairsafe frame supports kitewinder platform at
lower end of stairs

Section through stairwell showing frames
and platform

www.safetyplatforms.co.uk

Stairsafe kitewinder system
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1. Position Stairsafe ladder
frame at lower end of stairs

2 Position Stairsafe kitewinder
frame at top of stairs

3 Position Kitewinder platform
on frames

Stairsafe Kitewinder system has been developed to provide safe access within smaller kitewinder and
“L” shaped stairwells which appear on many standard house types across the UK. Until now safe access
has not been provided by either our standard system or competitor products. Whilst many leading housebuilders think safe stairwell access is being used on site, the reality is that these simply do not work on
this type of stairwell.
Where required an additional
Stairsafe platform or scaﬀold
boards (as shown) can be used
to provide access onto the
platform from the top of the
stairs.

Unfortunately this type of
access is still in daily use on
many sites across the UK –
even if you think you have got
a solution on site!!!

Have you got a platform in your stairwells that provides safe access – does it
really ﬁt?? Ask the question of your sites – you may be surprised!!!!

www.safetyplatforms.co.uk

